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kligh-fq Societies
Ronald K. Hoeilin
P.O. Box 7430
New York, at 10116
The 'allowing is a list ol the eleven extant nigh-SG societies
with which L am acquainted, along with tneir percentile cut-offs and
their addresses. All have monthly journals except tne Geniuses of
Distinction society, which nas no journal, tne uincinnatnu society,
which 1 as. told publishes 4 times a year, the Rehr Sigma Society.
which purports to publish 4 times a year but probably does not puplisn taut frequently, and the mega Society, whict, publish° monthly
up to 1985 but subsequently has published only 3 times, to my knowledge. Those groups marked (p) accept my Mega Test for admissions.
Measa, 98th percentile, American Meuse, Ltd., 2626 gast 14 t1j
Street, Brooklyn, NY 11235
intertel, 99th percentile, P. O. Box 15580. Lakewood, CO 80215
(•) oeniuses of Distinction aociety. 99.6th percentile, c/o Anton
inlitaTban
—Witirm,
P. 0. Box 3434, Center Lint, mil 48015
-m
(4.) Cincinuatus Society, 99.9th percentile, c/o Grady Ward, 380 N.
Baynes Ave., Sunnyvale, Oa 94086
Minerva Socie • 99-9 th percentile, c/o Jalon Leach, 11526 Tina
Norwalk, CA 90650
999th percentile, c/o Barry Kinston,
P. O.
(•) Triple Mine Society,
1-1111, Madisonville, AY 42431
(.0 International Society for philosophical An uir , 9996th percentile (99.9 on a tin like the mega Test plus 99.9 on the
1324's own vocabulary test), c/o JA•nna Kopp, 5040 Cliiihaven Drive, Annandale, TA 22003
/Our 4LLRE society, 99.997th percentile, c/o Kevin hangdon,
Bo x T95, Berkeley, 01 94701
(a) Prodethinia society, 99.997 th percentile, c/o 'Robert lick.
15 seer
., Somerville, NJ 08876
L.) Hoeilin Research 'IMOD. 99.9995 t4 percentile, c/o Ronald L.
beam, z. 0. Box 7430, New York, NY 10116
(*) mast Society, 99.9999th percentile c/o Jell Ward, 13155 Wimoerlt
Square, Apt. 2E14, San Diego, MA 92128

Ronald K. Bailin
P.O. Box 7430
New York, NI 10116
editorship of *Roesiss: If no one volunteers to edit bests
suartIng with issue 51 (April 1989). I will reduce the pular=
schedule from monthly to quarterly (4 times
a year).
Richard ftt; Member Richard May indicates that he is listed
in tar-757-6RIT1on oi Wbo la twin the va 1984-12,0. Be
says
that he has mentioned
l peilln-lesear
0
in his biographical
sketch, which appears on page 564.
MAY. IUCHARD WARREN, alcar. invelat. adiscalar. b. Marlton
Ma. Mu. I. ra a. Richard sad lamas Mom/ M. RS is haat.
U. Man.. OM. Lac nal male brake. Tor. Baia PO. Seim. lass
IVO--; pa loan The Aleph Otwarly Premeds haat Baia
197S—; adv. bd. naa, sad iamb sac Pa Out Adv. Gaup lac
arbor: (maS atmeg0 Gus al a Oa Ina Dila ITU; paves
par bd. sad pa Tata OSA Man. A. Advance Racal Noma
Was Oar NJ.. 1174.7S. bass Tea tam VW—. Sr. Idle. Isteas'. Sc. Plia friary (se• ant bastara 1181.12k me. Hanle.
Soc. Maar Star ambarbal 19114-1 Habra Raab Crop. Infra
Noe Scc. (manbcrap Shaer 1113.14,
Da. la.
sorrel Ostairoad. Gaol

Reapers: In this lima I list the 17 weavers of the Hollis
Group as well as the 16 members of the Mega Society. 01
our 17 members I have met 71 Cole, mAjiesk, /nada, 57, Maniere,
toe Savant. and Wise. Of the 16 Mega Society meaner, I have met 6:
Alger, Bloom, Sgendorf, Lengdon, Nan fleck, and voa Savant. I have
not peen affiliated with the Kegs Society since 1985, so the list of
its *ampere is courtesy of S. Woolsey.
Societies, In this issue I also list eleven hign-IQ societies.
Seven-UT-Wiraccept scores oi my Mags Test for admission purposes.
as indicated on the list. I have peen a member of seven of the groups
at one time or another bsnsa, Intertel, Triple Mine, I.S.p.g. Your
Sigma, Prometheus, and Mega- I am the founder of Prometheus, the
Heoflin Research Group, and Illega and co-founder of Triple Mine. I
currently belong to Just two of the groups Menus and Triple Mine,
but I plan to withdraw from Triple sine shortly.
Research

International Directory of liatinguisned bp:dere:4p: I am supposed to be listed In this DiographicsI directory in its 1990 edition.
I am not sure that this reference work is widely available in libraries, although it claims to be, I believe.
More odd words--a mini-"pop ;pia": As • supplement to my quiz
in an-riallif remuc 0' koesis that Sited whether
certain words can
be found in Webster's Ninth Mew Collegiate pictionarY,
I pose the
question wni ,A, of the rairiwric words and phrases can me
iound in
that dictionary: jillion (meaning a very large numuer a la zillion),
spaghetti western, hanky-dory, jeepers creepers, beaver riaanin, the
female
pudenda).

Issue Bs I still have not yet reduced issue kJ 02 this journal
to this gaaler size, as I did with the first seven issues, dud mainly
to its great length (24 pages). But you will eacn receive a reducedsize copy eventually-

oelliu Research 4/000.

AtiLlaberEl 01 the Mega Society

d I. Hoellin
- Box 7430

Park. It Ione
Tne kolAqw1“‘ia 41 int of current membere oi tie Hoelliu BeSearch Group, includinb a new address for Richard hay. W. tneue 17
members, 3 art: :Also wemsers 01 tie Acta Society; H. W. Corley,
Marilyn woe Savant Jarvik, and Jell Ward. It there are any ersosh..
below, e.b.. tn. oeiseion of an A.D. or Ph.D., please let ma knee.
See the following page for a list of mega Society wembers.
Ge.caldiue Drady
5728 S. Blackstone Ave., Apt. 210
(Mose°. IL 60637
Anthony J. Brunl, Ph.D.
112 Harvard Ave., Apt. 81
ularemont, Ca 91711
earls Cole
P. O. Box 9545
Newport Beach, CL 92658
H. Y. veil)" Oorley
626 unarles court
Arlington, TY 76013
gric Claude=
2051 sortkington Ave.
Lincoln, KA 68502
James D. Bajicak
5894 springValley Road
Burlington, WI 53105
Brio mart
P. O. Pox 813
miller place, NI
peen Inada
23333 Side Route Drive, Apt. 51
4.1 Toro, UA 92630
U• M. 'Jansen
P. O. Box 131
Speonk, NY
Picnard Nay
53 Hancock street, Apt. 5
BOBt011, Mk 02114

.1

.

JOhana 0.1411011:

Hakalundsg. 37 VI
8-17151 Solna
Sweden
Keith Ranier°
3 Flintlock Lane
cliiton Park, NY 12065
Cedric Stratton, Ph.D.
P. O. Box 60111
Savannah, GA 31420
Marilyn vos Savant Jarvik
124 West 60 Street, Apt. 394
Mew York, NY 10023
Jell Ward
13155 Wimberly Square, Apt. 284
Man Diego, US 92128
Hay Wise
48 Winthrop Street
2orrington, UT 06790
Karl G. Wikman
Keklost vagen 41
43U 21I skloster
Sweden

l
&

Ronald R. lioellin
2.0. Minv 7430
New York, my Iola
S. Woolsey beet me the lollowiu, list ol MWWUW1':: oi the Mesa
Society Irou the lill 198S iesue oi that Aroup ,... journal. 1 have
added the addreheee irom the January 19d) issue of that Journal, in
caee any el you wish to communicate wit., memoers ol that Aroup.
II any oi these audresses are wrouA, you mi unt ask S. Woolsey, Jell
ward, or some other Mesa member ior an updated address.
iverriv Alger
Old York Road, Monte 3
New Hope, PA 18958
Phillip Bloom
140 Uadman Placa meat, Apt. 3-7
Brooklyn, HY 11201
H. W. "Bill' cartel, Ph.D.
626 L.:aeries Court
Arliubton, IL 76013
ROoert hick
13 Speer street
Somerville, NJ 08876
Andrew SbaudorX
2. O. Box 646
Weston, MA 02193
Cnristopher Harding
2. O. box 5271
Rocknampton Mail Centre
Queensland 4702
Australia
Kevin Lanadou
P. 0, W4795
Berkeley, 0A 94701
Joan NcAdos
8024 southaide Blvd., Apt. 174
Jacksonville, il, 32216-8023
Donald (Parise
10864 Alderbrook Lane
Cupertino, QL 95014
Carl J. Porcney, N.D.
3630 Windinb creek Way
Wiuston-Salem, NO 27106
Awrom A. Rouen
4100 west 100 Terrace
Leawood, LS 66207
Debar ma. Van fleck
174 Frederick Court
Lon Altos, OA 94022
Johannes D. Veldnuis, N.D.
105 Vincennes mead
euarlotteswille, VA 22901
Marilyn voe Savant Jarvik
124 west 60 Street, Apt. 39S
New York, MY 10023
Jell ward
13155 Starner/5( square , Apt. 284
Sou Ble b°, CS 92125
S. Woolsey
P. O. Box 1942
Houston, TI 77251

He earned his master's degree
In nuclear engineering in 1910b
and finished work on his doctorate this fall.
He also studied English in
Tema and went to Harvard for
Chinese, the language of his fiancee's family.
Nguyen and two younger
brothers fled Vietnam in Mk
leaving their rather — a retired
government employe — and
mother behind with two other
eons and a daughter.
After three days at sea in a
small boat with 300 refugees, the
brothers arrived in Malaysia
and spent nine months in a refugee camp before coming to the
U.S.
His brothers have done almost
as well as he has.
Tien Nguyen, 25, is earning a
doctorate in nuclear engineering
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The Question
9.412.343.607.359.262.946.971,172,136,294,514,357,528,981,378,983.
082,541,347,532,211,942,640,121,301,590,698,634,089,611,468,911,681

The Answer .
86,759222,313,428,390,812,218,077,095,850,708,048,977

104,853,637,470,612,961,399,842,972,948,409,834,611,525,790,577,216,
at MIT, and Tal Nguyen, 22, is
doing graduate work at the University of California, Berkeley.
While Nguyen has "a great
deal of scientific curiosity," Yip
said he worries about him:
"He has, in some sense, not
really known the outside world.
He spent most of his time in an
academic environment."
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A Most Ferocious
Math Problem Tamed
By MALCOLM W. BROWNE
By piecing together the output of
hundreds of computers on three continents, a learn of mathematicians succeeded yesterday in solving a monster
computational problem that had defied
all previous efforts. The achievement
is likely to force cryptographers to
reassess the future application of some
codes used by governments and banks.
At 2:03 A.M., Pacific daylight time,
the Iasi sequence of numbers required
for the solution popped up in a computer laboratory in Palo Alto, Calif.,
and news of the triumph was flashed to
collaborators around the world. The
team had succeeded for the first time
in splitting a number 100 digits long
into two large, prime factors.
The factors of a number are smaller
numbers which, when multiplied by
each other, yield the larger number. A
prime number is one that is evenly
divisible only by one or by itself. The
prime factors of 15, for example, are 3
and 5.
Maximum Possible Difficulty
The two factors found for the 100digit number, which was selected by an
elaborate mathematical screening process to pose the maximum possible d if
bulky, are respectively 41 digits and 60
digits king.

The organizers of the project were
Dr. Mark S. Manasse of the Digital
Equipment Corporation's Systems Research Center in Palo Alto and Dr.
Arjen K. Lenstra of the University of
Chicago. But a dozen users of some 900
computers in the United States, the
Netherlands and Australia were recruited to join in the project, donating
computing time frcm intervals when
the computers were not needed for
their regular work.
Several of the nom secure cipher
systems invented n the past decade
are based on the fict that large numbers are extremel, difficult to factor,
even using the moot powerful computers for long perials of time. The accomplishment of factoring of a 100digit number "is lkely to prompt cryptographers to reconsider their assumptions about cipher security," Dr. Lenst ra said in a telephone interview.
His colleague, Dr. Manasse, added:
"What this shows is that a cryptographer should avoid basing a cipher on
any factorable number smaller than
about 200. The cipher system still
works, but we have upped the ante."
Using larger numbers makes the work
of cryptographers more cumbersome
and time-consuming.
One cryptographic system based on
the difficulty of factoring large num-

3 -

Progress toward factoring a 100-digit
number has been rapid this year, even
though no new methods of factoring
have been developed. Just three weeks
ago, the same group led by Dr. Manasse and Dr. Lenstra established another record by factoring a number 96
digits long, and last spring, a Netherlands mathematician. Herman le
Ride, factored 92 digits. In the 1980's
the record has been broken about once
a year. Dr Lenstra said.
Technique Is Not New
Dr. Andrew M. Odlyzko, a mathematician at AT&T. Bell Laboratories in
Murray Hill, N.J., said that the basic
technique used for the calculation was
not new.
The algorithm, or computer method,
the team applied ,"which is called the
'quadratic sieve,' was invented some
years ago by Dr. Carl Pomerance of
the University of Georgia at Athens,"
Dr. Odlytko said. "In a way, it's
slightly disappointing that we have not
come up with any real advance over
that method in factoring large numbers. There are a lot of variations of the
same general method, but they are all
roughly equal in efficiency."
The great advantage of the quadratic
sieve is that it enables its user to break
an enormously complex computational
problem down into a large number of
relatively simple computations. Each
of these computations can he carried
out independently and in any sequence.
The strategy, Dr. Lenstra explained.
is to calculate a "matrix" of numbers.
a square consisting of 50,000 rows and
50,000 columns, in each of which is a
number that contributes some information about the solution of the problem_ Ideally, a computer could he assigned to calculate each square in the
matrix, hut in this case, only about 400
computers were available.
"In any case, however." Dr. Manasse said, "we approached the problem as a massively parallel computation, one in which many processors
were working along parallel lines simultaneously. As each small task was
completed, the computer user would
send us the result by electronic mail

hers was invented in 19/ I by Ronagi
Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adel
man, all of the Massaniusetts IDSWWI
of Technology. 1 he three matheman
clans patented their system and now
market computer hips especially designed to apply ii In this and similar
systems, digits replace eu h letter in a
text message, and the entire sequence
of digits is treated as a single large
number. A mathematical operation is
then performed on this numbly', and to
decipher the iesult i °quires either that
the receiver possesses I he key in
breaks the code by ramming the bige
number.
This kind of Hither sysiem is regarded as too slow and cumbersome
for such routine cipher messages as
those used for secret government messages and the transfer of funds be
iween banks. But according to Dr. Ron
Graham, a mathematician at At 811
Bell Laboratories. the "RSA System'
(which takes its initials fnimihc
names of its inventors) is used fauly
extensively for the secure transnus.
slim of encryption and decryption keys
from one organization to ;mother.
Guarding Secret Keys
Eta rypi nal and decryption keys
must be prima led more securely than
any other SU( 11•1 message, because
these :ire the keys that allow either the
imended recipient of a ciphei message
Or a spy to decipher it. Since such a km
is relatively short, the slowness of encrypting and decrypting it is a disadvantage more than offset by the method's relat we security.
The RSA method can accommodate
factorable numbers of virtually any
length as cipher keys, so yesterday's
achievement does not compromise the
met hod it self
"Even if a user were to adopt a key
100 digits long," Dr. Manasse said, "it
would take.a gigantic organization
working with single-minded dedication
to accomplish whatoJr network has
done I doubt that any organization
using this kind of cipher is seriously
worried by what we have done."
Theorem dna. a costly supercomputer sta h ;is the tray, operating continuously, could have solved the problem in ;Minn one week, an expert said.
But running such supercomputers
costs many thousands of dollars an
hour By operating many simpler computers, when they were idle for a few
minutes or hours, the problem
solved at virtually no cosi.

"Last weekend, we reali7ed that we
had enough of these preliminary computations to put them together, using a
technique called Gaussian elimination
That gave us the final result last
night." he said.
Gaussian elimination is a procedure
analogous to the elimination of van-
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ables in an algebraic expression by
canceling out like values.
Dr. Manasse said that the factoring
program had attracted the interest of
mathematicians and computer scientists in Canada, West Germany and
other countries, and that many had
volunteered to participate in a continuation of the program.
Next: IN Digits
The factoring of a 100-digit numhei
took less than one month, and the pace
is likely to continue. "By the end of the
winter I would expect that we will have
factored a number of 106 digits," Dr
Manasse said.
Asked whether mathematicians had
sighted new factoring techniques that
might speed the process, he replied:
"I'm not anxious to see any radically
new techniques emerge. Of course, if

they're out there, we'll have to use
them. But I would like to see the RSA
encryption system continue as a secure
safeguard."
All encryption systems are under the
continuous scrutiny of the National Security Agency, the Federal agency
chiefly responsible for safeguarding
American ciphers and cracking the ciphers of other nations. Experts from
the agency attend meetings of mathematicians and computer scientists and
follow academic developments closely.
"It's a safe bet that the N.S.A. knows
all about what we've done," Dr. Manasse said, "although we've had no
communication from them. In any
case, this is not going to give them
nightmares. It may just make the code
makers a little more cautious. We've
done something that once would havt
been regarded as practically impossible."
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En takes learning
to the nth degree
BOSTON (Al') — Tue Nguyen
did more than nibble from the
tree of knowledge — he made a
feast of it.
Nine years after arriving In the
U.S. with thousands of other
Vietnamese boat people, Nguyen,
26, has earned his seventh degree from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology — a doctorate in nuclear engineering.
The school says the seven degrees are an MIT record.
The super scholar, now a nuclear physicist, is preparing to
start a Job at IBM, designing
technology for the manufacture
of semiconductor devices.
"You're not likely to find another person like this very
often," said nuclear engineering

-5

profaner Sidney Tip, Nguyen's
MIT doctoral adviser,
"He's a very quiet guy, very
laid back,"said Tip. "But, as you
can imagine, deep down he has a
lot of willpower."
Nguyen entered MIT in 1981.
By taking up to 12 courses a
semester, instead of the normal
student load of four, he earned
his first undergraduate degree
In three years and finished four
additional bachelor's degrees in
one year more.
He then began graduate work.
He holds bachelor's degrees in
physics, computer science and
engineering, electrical engineering, mathematics and nuclear
enelneering.

Progress toward factoring a 100-digit
number has been rapid this year, even
though no new methods of factoring
have been developed. Just three weeks
ago, the same group led by Dr. Manasse and Dr. Lenstra established another record by factoring a number 96
digits long, and last spring, a Netherlands mathematician. Herman le
Ride, factored 92 digits. In the 1980's
the record has been broken about once
a year. Dr Lenstra said.
Technique Is Not New
Dr. Andrew M. Odlyzko, a mathematician at AT&T. Bell Laboratories in
Murray Hill, N.J., said that the basic
technique used for the calculation was
not new.
The algorithm, or computer method,
the team applied ,"which is called the
'quadratic sieve,' was invented some
years ago by Dr. Carl Pomerance of
the University of Georgia at Athens,"
Dr. Odlytko said. "In a way, it's
slightly disappointing that we have not
come up with any real advance over
that method in factoring large numbers. There are a lot of variations of the
same general method, but they are all
roughly equal in efficiency."
The great advantage of the quadratic
sieve is that it enables its user to break
an enormously complex computational
problem down into a large number of
relatively simple computations. Each
of these computations can he carried
out independently and in any sequence.
The strategy, Dr. Lenstra explained.
is to calculate a "matrix" of numbers.
a square consisting of 50,000 rows and
50,000 columns, in each of which is a
number that contributes some information about the solution of the problem_ Ideally, a computer could he assigned to calculate each square in the
matrix, hut in this case, only about 400
computers were available.
"In any case, however." Dr. Manasse said, "we approached the problem as a massively parallel computation, one in which many processors
were working along parallel lines simultaneously. As each small task was
completed, the computer user would
send us the result by electronic mail

hers was invented in 19/ I by Ronagi
Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adel
man, all of the Massaniusetts IDSWWI
of Technology. 1 he three matheman
clans patented their system and now
market computer hips especially designed to apply ii In this and similar
systems, digits replace eu h letter in a
text message, and the entire sequence
of digits is treated as a single large
number. A mathematical operation is
then performed on this numbly', and to
decipher the iesult i °quires either that
the receiver possesses I he key in
breaks the code by ramming the bige
number.
This kind of Hither sysiem is regarded as too slow and cumbersome
for such routine cipher messages as
those used for secret government messages and the transfer of funds be
iween banks. But according to Dr. Ron
Graham, a mathematician at At 811
Bell Laboratories. the "RSA System'
(which takes its initials fnimihc
names of its inventors) is used fauly
extensively for the secure transnus.
slim of encryption and decryption keys
from one organization to ;mother.
Guarding Secret Keys
Eta rypi nal and decryption keys
must be prima led more securely than
any other SU( 11•1 message, because
these :ire the keys that allow either the
imended recipient of a ciphei message
Or a spy to decipher it. Since such a km
is relatively short, the slowness of encrypting and decrypting it is a disadvantage more than offset by the method's relat we security.
The RSA method can accommodate
factorable numbers of virtually any
length as cipher keys, so yesterday's
achievement does not compromise the
met hod it self
"Even if a user were to adopt a key
100 digits long," Dr. Manasse said, "it
would take.a gigantic organization
working with single-minded dedication
to accomplish whatoJr network has
done I doubt that any organization
using this kind of cipher is seriously
worried by what we have done."
Theorem dna. a costly supercomputer sta h ;is the tray, operating continuously, could have solved the problem in ;Minn one week, an expert said.
But running such supercomputers
costs many thousands of dollars an
hour By operating many simpler computers, when they were idle for a few
minutes or hours, the problem
solved at virtually no cosi.

"Last weekend, we reali7ed that we
had enough of these preliminary computations to put them together, using a
technique called Gaussian elimination
That gave us the final result last
night." he said.
Gaussian elimination is a procedure
analogous to the elimination of van-
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ables in an algebraic expression by
canceling out like values.
Dr. Manasse said that the factoring
program had attracted the interest of
mathematicians and computer scientists in Canada, West Germany and
other countries, and that many had
volunteered to participate in a continuation of the program.
Next: IN Digits
The factoring of a 100-digit numhei
took less than one month, and the pace
is likely to continue. "By the end of the
winter I would expect that we will have
factored a number of 106 digits," Dr
Manasse said.
Asked whether mathematicians had
sighted new factoring techniques that
might speed the process, he replied:
"I'm not anxious to see any radically
new techniques emerge. Of course, if

they're out there, we'll have to use
them. But I would like to see the RSA
encryption system continue as a secure
safeguard."
All encryption systems are under the
continuous scrutiny of the National Security Agency, the Federal agency
chiefly responsible for safeguarding
American ciphers and cracking the ciphers of other nations. Experts from
the agency attend meetings of mathematicians and computer scientists and
follow academic developments closely.
"It's a safe bet that the N.S.A. knows
all about what we've done," Dr. Manasse said, "although we've had no
communication from them. In any
case, this is not going to give them
nightmares. It may just make the code
makers a little more cautious. We've
done something that once would havt
been regarded as practically impossible."
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En takes learning
to the nth degree
BOSTON (Al') — Tue Nguyen
did more than nibble from the
tree of knowledge — he made a
feast of it.
Nine years after arriving In the
U.S. with thousands of other
Vietnamese boat people, Nguyen,
26, has earned his seventh degree from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology — a doctorate in nuclear engineering.
The school says the seven degrees are an MIT record.
The super scholar, now a nuclear physicist, is preparing to
start a Job at IBM, designing
technology for the manufacture
of semiconductor devices.
"You're not likely to find another person like this very
often," said nuclear engineering

-5

profaner Sidney Tip, Nguyen's
MIT doctoral adviser,
"He's a very quiet guy, very
laid back,"said Tip. "But, as you
can imagine, deep down he has a
lot of willpower."
Nguyen entered MIT in 1981.
By taking up to 12 courses a
semester, instead of the normal
student load of four, he earned
his first undergraduate degree
In three years and finished four
additional bachelor's degrees in
one year more.
He then began graduate work.
He holds bachelor's degrees in
physics, computer science and
engineering, electrical engineering, mathematics and nuclear
enelneering.

He earned his master's degree
In nuclear engineering in 1910b
and finished work on his doctorate this fall.
He also studied English in
Tema and went to Harvard for
Chinese, the language of his fiancee's family.
Nguyen and two younger
brothers fled Vietnam in Mk
leaving their rather — a retired
government employe — and
mother behind with two other
eons and a daughter.
After three days at sea in a
small boat with 300 refugees, the
brothers arrived in Malaysia
and spent nine months in a refugee camp before coming to the
U.S.
His brothers have done almost
as well as he has.
Tien Nguyen, 25, is earning a
doctorate in nuclear engineering
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The Question
9.412.343.607.359.262.946.971,172,136,294,514,357,528,981,378,983.
082,541,347,532,211,942,640,121,301,590,698,634,089,611,468,911,681

The Answer .
86,759222,313,428,390,812,218,077,095,850,708,048,977

104,853,637,470,612,961,399,842,972,948,409,834,611,525,790,577,216,
at MIT, and Tal Nguyen, 22, is
doing graduate work at the University of California, Berkeley.
While Nguyen has "a great
deal of scientific curiosity," Yip
said he worries about him:
"He has, in some sense, not
really known the outside world.
He spent most of his time in an
academic environment."
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A Most Ferocious
Math Problem Tamed
By MALCOLM W. BROWNE
By piecing together the output of
hundreds of computers on three continents, a learn of mathematicians succeeded yesterday in solving a monster
computational problem that had defied
all previous efforts. The achievement
is likely to force cryptographers to
reassess the future application of some
codes used by governments and banks.
At 2:03 A.M., Pacific daylight time,
the Iasi sequence of numbers required
for the solution popped up in a computer laboratory in Palo Alto, Calif.,
and news of the triumph was flashed to
collaborators around the world. The
team had succeeded for the first time
in splitting a number 100 digits long
into two large, prime factors.
The factors of a number are smaller
numbers which, when multiplied by
each other, yield the larger number. A
prime number is one that is evenly
divisible only by one or by itself. The
prime factors of 15, for example, are 3
and 5.
Maximum Possible Difficulty
The two factors found for the 100digit number, which was selected by an
elaborate mathematical screening process to pose the maximum possible d if
bulky, are respectively 41 digits and 60
digits king.

The organizers of the project were
Dr. Mark S. Manasse of the Digital
Equipment Corporation's Systems Research Center in Palo Alto and Dr.
Arjen K. Lenstra of the University of
Chicago. But a dozen users of some 900
computers in the United States, the
Netherlands and Australia were recruited to join in the project, donating
computing time frcm intervals when
the computers were not needed for
their regular work.
Several of the nom secure cipher
systems invented n the past decade
are based on the fict that large numbers are extremel, difficult to factor,
even using the moot powerful computers for long perials of time. The accomplishment of factoring of a 100digit number "is lkely to prompt cryptographers to reconsider their assumptions about cipher security," Dr. Lenst ra said in a telephone interview.
His colleague, Dr. Manasse, added:
"What this shows is that a cryptographer should avoid basing a cipher on
any factorable number smaller than
about 200. The cipher system still
works, but we have upped the ante."
Using larger numbers makes the work
of cryptographers more cumbersome
and time-consuming.
One cryptographic system based on
the difficulty of factoring large num-
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AtiLlaberEl 01 the Mega Society

d I. Hoellin
- Box 7430

Park. It Ione
Tne kolAqw1“‘ia 41 int of current membere oi tie Hoelliu BeSearch Group, includinb a new address for Richard hay. W. tneue 17
members, 3 art: :Also wemsers 01 tie Acta Society; H. W. Corley,
Marilyn woe Savant Jarvik, and Jell Ward. It there are any ersosh..
below, e.b.. tn. oeiseion of an A.D. or Ph.D., please let ma knee.
See the following page for a list of mega Society wembers.
Ge.caldiue Drady
5728 S. Blackstone Ave., Apt. 210
(Mose°. IL 60637
Anthony J. Brunl, Ph.D.
112 Harvard Ave., Apt. 81
ularemont, Ca 91711
earls Cole
P. O. Box 9545
Newport Beach, CL 92658
H. Y. veil)" Oorley
626 unarles court
Arlington, TY 76013
gric Claude=
2051 sortkington Ave.
Lincoln, KA 68502
James D. Bajicak
5894 springValley Road
Burlington, WI 53105
Brio mart
P. O. Pox 813
miller place, NI
peen Inada
23333 Side Route Drive, Apt. 51
4.1 Toro, UA 92630
U• M. 'Jansen
P. O. Box 131
Speonk, NY
Picnard Nay
53 Hancock street, Apt. 5
BOBt011, Mk 02114

.1

.

JOhana 0.1411011:

Hakalundsg. 37 VI
8-17151 Solna
Sweden
Keith Ranier°
3 Flintlock Lane
cliiton Park, NY 12065
Cedric Stratton, Ph.D.
P. O. Box 60111
Savannah, GA 31420
Marilyn vos Savant Jarvik
124 West 60 Street, Apt. 394
Mew York, NY 10023
Jell Ward
13155 Wimberly Square, Apt. 284
Man Diego, US 92128
Hay Wise
48 Winthrop Street
2orrington, UT 06790
Karl G. Wikman
Keklost vagen 41
43U 21I skloster
Sweden

l
&

Ronald R. lioellin
2.0. Minv 7430
New York, my Iola
S. Woolsey beet me the lollowiu, list ol MWWUW1':: oi the Mesa
Society Irou the lill 198S iesue oi that Aroup ,... journal. 1 have
added the addreheee irom the January 19d) issue of that Journal, in
caee any el you wish to communicate wit., memoers ol that Aroup.
II any oi these audresses are wrouA, you mi unt ask S. Woolsey, Jell
ward, or some other Mesa member ior an updated address.
iverriv Alger
Old York Road, Monte 3
New Hope, PA 18958
Phillip Bloom
140 Uadman Placa meat, Apt. 3-7
Brooklyn, HY 11201
H. W. "Bill' cartel, Ph.D.
626 L.:aeries Court
Arliubton, IL 76013
ROoert hick
13 Speer street
Somerville, NJ 08876
Andrew SbaudorX
2. O. Box 646
Weston, MA 02193
Cnristopher Harding
2. O. box 5271
Rocknampton Mail Centre
Queensland 4702
Australia
Kevin Lanadou
P. 0, W4795
Berkeley, 0A 94701
Joan NcAdos
8024 southaide Blvd., Apt. 174
Jacksonville, il, 32216-8023
Donald (Parise
10864 Alderbrook Lane
Cupertino, QL 95014
Carl J. Porcney, N.D.
3630 Windinb creek Way
Wiuston-Salem, NO 27106
Awrom A. Rouen
4100 west 100 Terrace
Leawood, LS 66207
Debar ma. Van fleck
174 Frederick Court
Lon Altos, OA 94022
Johannes D. Veldnuis, N.D.
105 Vincennes mead
euarlotteswille, VA 22901
Marilyn voe Savant Jarvik
124 west 60 Street, Apt. 39S
New York, MY 10023
Jell ward
13155 Starner/5( square , Apt. 284
Sou Ble b°, CS 92125
S. Woolsey
P. O. Box 1942
Houston, TI 77251
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iditorial

kligh-fq Societies
Ronald K. Hoeilin
P.O. Box 7430
New York, at 10116
The 'allowing is a list ol the eleven extant nigh-SG societies
with which L am acquainted, along with tneir percentile cut-offs and
their addresses. All have monthly journals except tne Geniuses of
Distinction society, which nas no journal, tne uincinnatnu society,
which 1 as. told publishes 4 times a year, the Rehr Sigma Society.
which purports to publish 4 times a year but probably does not puplisn taut frequently, and the mega Society, whict, publish° monthly
up to 1985 but subsequently has published only 3 times, to my knowledge. Those groups marked (p) accept my Mega Test for admissions.
Measa, 98th percentile, American Meuse, Ltd., 2626 gast 14 t1j
Street, Brooklyn, NY 11235
intertel, 99th percentile, P. O. Box 15580. Lakewood, CO 80215
(•) oeniuses of Distinction aociety. 99.6th percentile, c/o Anton
inlitaTban
—Witirm,
P. 0. Box 3434, Center Lint, mil 48015
-m
(4.) Cincinuatus Society, 99.9th percentile, c/o Grady Ward, 380 N.
Baynes Ave., Sunnyvale, Oa 94086
Minerva Socie • 99-9 th percentile, c/o Jalon Leach, 11526 Tina
Norwalk, CA 90650
999th percentile, c/o Barry Kinston,
P. O.
(•) Triple Mine Society,
1-1111, Madisonville, AY 42431
(.0 International Society for philosophical An uir , 9996th percentile (99.9 on a tin like the mega Test plus 99.9 on the
1324's own vocabulary test), c/o JA•nna Kopp, 5040 Cliiihaven Drive, Annandale, TA 22003
/Our 4LLRE society, 99.997th percentile, c/o Kevin hangdon,
Bo x T95, Berkeley, 01 94701
(a) Prodethinia society, 99.997 th percentile, c/o 'Robert lick.
15 seer
., Somerville, NJ 08876
L.) Hoeilin Research 'IMOD. 99.9995 t4 percentile, c/o Ronald L.
beam, z. 0. Box 7430, New York, NY 10116
(*) mast Society, 99.9999th percentile c/o Jell Ward, 13155 Wimoerlt
Square, Apt. 2E14, San Diego, MA 92128

Ronald K. Bailin
P.O. Box 7430
New York, NI 10116
editorship of *Roesiss: If no one volunteers to edit bests
suartIng with issue 51 (April 1989). I will reduce the pular=
schedule from monthly to quarterly (4 times
a year).
Richard ftt; Member Richard May indicates that he is listed
in tar-757-6RIT1on oi Wbo la twin the va 1984-12,0. Be
says
that he has mentioned
l peilln-lesear
0
in his biographical
sketch, which appears on page 564.
MAY. IUCHARD WARREN, alcar. invelat. adiscalar. b. Marlton
Ma. Mu. I. ra a. Richard sad lamas Mom/ M. RS is haat.
U. Man.. OM. Lac nal male brake. Tor. Baia PO. Seim. lass
IVO--; pa loan The Aleph Otwarly Premeds haat Baia
197S—; adv. bd. naa, sad iamb sac Pa Out Adv. Gaup lac
arbor: (maS atmeg0 Gus al a Oa Ina Dila ITU; paves
par bd. sad pa Tata OSA Man. A. Advance Racal Noma
Was Oar NJ.. 1174.7S. bass Tea tam VW—. Sr. Idle. Isteas'. Sc. Plia friary (se• ant bastara 1181.12k me. Hanle.
Soc. Maar Star ambarbal 19114-1 Habra Raab Crop. Infra
Noe Scc. (manbcrap Shaer 1113.14,
Da. la.
sorrel Ostairoad. Gaol

Reapers: In this lima I list the 17 weavers of the Hollis
Group as well as the 16 members of the Mega Society. 01
our 17 members I have met 71 Cole, mAjiesk, /nada, 57, Maniere,
toe Savant. and Wise. Of the 16 Mega Society meaner, I have met 6:
Alger, Bloom, Sgendorf, Lengdon, Nan fleck, and voa Savant. I have
not peen affiliated with the Kegs Society since 1985, so the list of
its *ampere is courtesy of S. Woolsey.
Societies, In this issue I also list eleven hign-IQ societies.
Seven-UT-Wiraccept scores oi my Mags Test for admission purposes.
as indicated on the list. I have peen a member of seven of the groups
at one time or another bsnsa, Intertel, Triple Mine, I.S.p.g. Your
Sigma, Prometheus, and Mega- I am the founder of Prometheus, the
Heoflin Research Group, and Illega and co-founder of Triple Mine. I
currently belong to Just two of the groups Menus and Triple Mine,
but I plan to withdraw from Triple sine shortly.
Research

International Directory of liatinguisned bp:dere:4p: I am supposed to be listed In this DiographicsI directory in its 1990 edition.
I am not sure that this reference work is widely available in libraries, although it claims to be, I believe.
More odd words--a mini-"pop ;pia": As • supplement to my quiz
in an-riallif remuc 0' koesis that Sited whether
certain words can
be found in Webster's Ninth Mew Collegiate pictionarY,
I pose the
question wni ,A, of the rairiwric words and phrases can me
iound in
that dictionary: jillion (meaning a very large numuer a la zillion),
spaghetti western, hanky-dory, jeepers creepers, beaver riaanin, the
female
pudenda).

Issue Bs I still have not yet reduced issue kJ 02 this journal
to this gaaler size, as I did with the first seven issues, dud mainly
to its great length (24 pages). But you will eacn receive a reducedsize copy eventually-

